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Structure
The task was to record a minimum 
of 6 recordings to then be edited 
and published accordingly. Below 
shows the editing process in order:

Scripting

Recording
Editing

Original Script New Script

Question-based Key & Script based

Gives clear topics and little room to 
deviate

More scripted areas but room to 
deviate more

More content for longer podcast Potentially less content for more 
consumable podcast

Publishing Conclusion
INTERN BIO

Abstract
Oftentimes chemistry is conducted  in jargon. That's to say that researchers can 
frequently lose themselves and forget what the work they're doing does to 
affect not only the bigger picture - such as the net zero goals of the various 
countries (e.g. 2030 for the UK) - but also how it affects everyday life. With 
over 600 million blogs available and only 5 million podcasts available (952 
science podcasts according to the Royal Society of Publishing), the project 
aim was to shed light on current issues, developments and theories on battery 
technology. I believe that this could set a precedent for researchers better 
showing their work in a more consumable format to the public.

• The image displays 13 plays on release – this is to 
say that the podcast retained viewership of those 
that listened to it.

• The idea is to release several (8) pre-edited & 
recorded podcasts fortnightly – ensuring content for 
16 weeks.

The podcast produced 
demonstrates to other 
researchers that the layman are 
interested in hearing about 
current work. In turn this 
inspires students to follow a 
career in energy.

OBS (Open Broadcast Software) Microsoft Teams

Higher quality recording options, allows for 
audio filtering and suppression. Allows for 
re-recording (exporting) from Adobe 
Premiere Pro

Lower skill floor for starting recordings, 
allows for meeting online as well. This 
allows for the initial podcast recording.

Figure 3: Podcast host website 
for Spotify showing analytics of 
1st hour of release.

"Rough" Editing "Precise" Editing

Displays like a script allowing trimming video 
to the word. This means there is no multi-
track feature, uses the Descript software.

Allows audio to be spliced, interpolated and 
audio adjusted. This is using a multi-track 
system – the program is Adobe Premiere 
Pro.

Provides a review of what's been said to 
make sure content is relevant and 
interesting.

New audio (music & advertising breaks) can 
be introduced – potential income for 
research groups.

Allows for AI generation (using the speaker's 
voice) of new words to fill in content & to 
edit the transcript for subtitles.

Allows for equivalent video to be made and 
posted on Youtube (video edits over the top 
of audio)

Table 3: Discusses the abilities and possibilitiesof both forms of editing.Table 2: States the differences in recording software and why both are necessary.

Figure 1: Shows two script alongside each other, where the left-hand one is the 
first iteration, and the right is the final iteration.

Table 1: Discusses the differences between the scripts and why 
the final iteration is an improvement.Figure 2: Demonstrates the journalistic process 

for producing a podcast.
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